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July 30th 2015 

Affaires autochtones et 
Developpement du Nord Canada 

Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada - CARD 

P .o. Box 1500 
4923 52nd Street 

Yellowknife, NT 
X1A 2R3 

Attention: Mr. Ron Breadmore, AANDC CARD 

RE: Land Use Permit MV2014X0002 - Great Slave Lake Remediation Project - East Arm, Great Slave 

Lake - Inspection 

Dear Mr. Breadmore, 

An inspection of the Great Slave Lake remediation project was completed by Resource Management 
Officer Tim Morton on July 291h 2015. The inspection was conducted to ensure compliance with the 
terms and conditions of the land use permit MV2014X0002 and approved management plans. The 
Inspector was accompanied by Ms. Jessica Wilson (CARD- Project Specialist) and Jason Mauchan 

(Arcadis - Field Engineer). 

The Inspector was pleased with the results of the operation with only minor concerns were noted during 
inspection. Please ensure that all of the concerns noted in the inspection report are addressed prior to 

the demobilization from site. 

The environmental inspection report is attached along with pictures of the site that were taken during 
the inspection. If you have any questions or concerns please contact me at {867) 669-2442. 

Thank you, 

Tim Morton 
Resource Management Officer (Inspector) 
Resource and Land Division 
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 

cc. MVLWB 
Jessica Wilson AANDC/CARD -via email 
Jason Mauchan, Arcadis -via email 





l+I Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development Canada 

Affaires autochtones et 
Developpement du Nord Canada 

INSPECTION DATE-July 29th 2015 

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION REPORT (MV2014X0002) 

I Permittee: I AANDC - CARD April 1 '
1 

2019 

Permit Expiry Date 

N/A 

Last Previous 

Inspection 

Land Use Permit No. MV2014X0002 

Quarrying Permit No. 201SQP0002 

Contractor: Rowes Construction Subcontractor: Arcadls 

Location(s) Inspected: Outpost Island, Wilson Island, and Blanchet Island 

Current Stage of Operation: 
Active Remediation 

I Program Modifications Approved: I None 

Condition of Operation "A"· Acceptable "U" • Unacceptable "N/A" - Not Applicable "N/1" • Not Inspected 

Operating Condition Aspect Inspected 

Outpost Wilson Blanchet 

A Location as Permitted A N/A A 

B Timing as Permitted A N/A A 

c Equipment as Approved (Type & Size ) A N/A A 

D Methods & Techniques A N/A A 

E Facilities A N/A A 

F Erosion (Control or Prevention ) A* N/A A C.#19 

G Chemicals A N/A A 

H Wildlife and Fisheries Habitat (Protection ) A N/A A 

I Wastes A N/A A 

J Historical I Archaeological Sites A N/A A 

K Ecological Resources A N/A A 

M Fuel Storage A N/A A 

N Brush Disposal A N/A A 

0 Restoration of Lands A N/A A 

p Permits A N/A A 

a Protection of Land A N/A A 

R Sections 8 to 12 / 14 to 16 M.V.L.U.R. A N/A A 

s Quarrying Methods N/A N/A A 

T 



l+I Aboriginal Affairs and 
Northern Development Canada 

Affaires autochtones et 
Developpement du Nord Canada 

ENVIRONMENTAL INSPECTION REPORT Pg. 2 
(Continued) 

Date: July 291
h 2015 Permit#: MV2014X0002 

Explanatory Remarks: 

An inspection of the Great Slave Lake remediation sites including Outpost Island, Wilson Island, and Blanchet Island 
was conducted by Resource Management Officer Tim Morton who was accompanied by Jessica Wilson (CARD -
Project Specialist) and Jason Mauchan (Arcadis - Field Engineer) on July 29

1
h 2015. The inspection was conducted 

to ensure compliance with the conditions annexed in the land use permit MV2014X0002 and approved 

management plans. 

Both barges and the tug that were moored to Outpost Island were equipped with spill kits and spHI response 
equipment (Photo #2). The barges and tug were also surrounded by large yellow booms to help prevent the 
spread of a spill if one was to occur (Photo #3). There were two 15,000 liter fuel storage tanks located on the 
equipment barge (Photo #4). The tanks consisted of a total of approximately 22,500 liter capacity of diesel and 
7,500 liter capacity of gasoline. It was estimated at the time of the inspection that approximately 19,000 liters of 
diesel and 3,500 liters of gasoline remained in the tanks. An ATV equipped with a large slip tank is used to refuel 
the larger equipment onsite (Photo #5). This process helps eliminate the need for secondary containment as there 

is always an operator present during refueling. 

The sewage treatment plant installed on the barge is designed to treat the water and hold it in large tanks located 
on the barge. It was discussed that a sump maybe constructed on Blanchet Island to offload the grey water as site 
personnel were unsure if they had the capacity in the tanks to finish the project. The Inspector reiterated that the 
sump will need to be located at least 100 meters from the OHWM and that the site contractor will have to get the 
approval of the Inspector prior to constructing the sump. All of the other waste water and sewage that cannot be 

discharged to a sump will be shipped back to Yellowknife for proper disposal. 

Re-grading of the area next to the barge where contaminated soil had been excavated is required to avoid pooling 
of runoff next to the lake (Photo #12). The current condition of this area could allow a large amount of water to 
accumulate and eventually discharge from the shoreline into the lake. 

The current remediation plan is to remove the old dock landing area located south of the barges (Photo #9). While 
onsite the Inspector expressed concern and posed the question of how the contractor plans to remove the landing. 
The landing can only be accessed by a narrow stretch of rock that is not suitable for heavy machinery to cross. The 
Inspector stated that no machinery can enter the lake and the great care must be taken when crossing over to the 
landing. Mr. Mauchan stated that there is a possibility that only the metal will be removed thus eliminating the 
need for heavy machinery. The Inspector requested information on the gravel and soil contained within the 
landing area to determine its risk to Great Slave Lake and explained that the gravel and soil cannot be allowed to 

spill into the lake. 

The site contractor used and repurposed the old road way onsite to gain access to the southwest portion of the 
island. This road showed signs of excessive rutting (Photo #14) however this was unavoidable due to the location 
of the site and the season in which the remediation was taking place. The Inspector explained that the road must 
be repaired prior to demobilization from Outpost Island. The contractor started to relevel and repair the road 
(Photo #16) while the Inspector was still onsite. The work done to repair the road was excellent and the Inspector 

does not anticipate any concerns if the contractor continues with that attention to detail. 

The equipment storage yard was well organized and kept in a very clean and tidy manner. Spill pads were placed 
under all of the equipment that is stationary (Photos #11 & #17). Site personnel all appeared to be knowledgeable 

with the conditions of the land use permit and the approved management plans. 

The Inspector requested that Rowes contact him prior to moving sites and brought up all of the concerns noted 
during the inspection. Mr. Mauchan and Rowes ensured the Inspector that all of the areas of concern will be 

addressed prior to demobilization from Outpost Island. 

No concerns were noted with Wilson Island (Photo #18). This location was not identified in the land use permit 
and therefore no techniques that would trigger a land use permit can be used to remediate the Wilson site. 
Blanchet Island currently has 19 overpacks containing old drums (Photo #22), 4 megabags containing drums in very 
poor condition (Photo #23), and 68 rusted drums (Photo #24). Rowes estimated that in approximately two weeks 

the operation will move from Outpost Island/Wilson Island to Blanchet Island. 

Overall the site was very clean and well organized. All site personnel were familiar with all of the conditions of the 
land use permit and the approved management plans. The Inspector discussed all of the findings and areas of 
concerns prior to leaving the site. It is expected that all of the concerns will be addressed prior to demobilization. 

Inspectors Signature 



Photo #1: Overview of the barge, equipment storage, and tailings cover at Outpost Island 

Photo #2: Spill response equipment located on the tugboat 



Photo #3: Boom installed around the barges to ensure any impact to Great Slave Lake is minimized 

Photo #4: Two 15,000 liters fuel storage tanks located on the equipment barge 



Photo #5: ATV equipped with a slip tank to refill the larger equipment onsite 

Photo #6: Spill pads placed under the generator 



Photo #7: Overview of the temporary ramp used to load and offload the barges 

Photo #8: The incinerator used onsite appeared to be in good condition 



Photo 1#9: Old dock landing area. 

Photo 1#10: Crates of non-hazardous waste ready for shipping 



Photo ffll: Water pump and small generator placed on spill pads 

site 



Photo 1#13: Overview of the tailings area. No concerns noted. 

Photo #14: The access road used to travel around the island showed signs of rutting. 
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Photo #15: Overview of sealed shaft #2 

Photo #16: Excavator used to address the rutting onsite 



Photo #17: Overview of the equipment laydown yard. Note the spin pads under the equipment. 

Photo #18: Overview of Wilson Island area 



Photo 1#19: Mine opening at Wilson Island 

Photo #20: Overview of drums at Blanchet Island 



Photo 1#21: Overview of mine opening at Blanchet Island 



Photo #22: Overview of the overpacks used to store some of the drums onsite 

Photo #23: Some of the drums that had been placed in megabags that were in a poor condition 
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Photo #24: Overview of drums outside of any secondary containment 




